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STAGING THE MEAL - TODDLER MEALTIME ROUTINE                    

 PART OF MEAL:    WHAT HAPPENS: 
BEGINNING:        Get Ready   
 

Give a warning = “we will eat in 5 minutes” 

BEGINNING:         Transition  
 

“march, march, march to wash hands” (repeat) and march while singing. 

BEGINNING:     Wash hands 1) Push step stool to sink 
2) Wash hands with soap 
3) Dry hands with towel 

BEGINNING:         Transition 
  

“march, march, march to chair” (repeat) and march while singing. 

BEGINNING:      Get in chair 1) table is already set (plain placemat, empty plate AND washcloth on 
back of chair). 

2) everyone climbs into their chair 
 

MIDDLE:  
Family style serving 

1) Pass 2 foods around to everyone at the meal, one food at a time. 
 
2) Each person puts a piece of that food on their eating plate or Learning 

Plate.  If it is a food they like, they can take more than one piece 
 
3) “Rule of Thumb” = 1 tablespoon/year of age is max volume to start.  If 

your child wants more of a food, they can ask for more after they 
eat this initial volume. 

 
4) Everyone eats the foods they like for 5 minutes or so. 
 
5) When your child seems to be getting tired of these 2 foods, bring out 

next 2 foods and pass those around.  Then work on eating those 
foods. 

 
6) Do this until all foods have been presented.  You can stop here after 4 

foods, or offer another course of 2 more foods (total = 3 courses; 
6 foods) 

 
7) TOTAL EATING TIME IS ABOUT 10-15 MINUTES. 

MIDDLE:        Learning Time 1) No one gets out of chair until after clean up time. 
 
2) After 10-15 minutes, each person learns something about at least ONE 

food that they put on the Learning Plate (maybe looks at, uses a 
kitchen tool on it, touches) 

 
3) LEARNING TIME IS ABOUT 5 MINUTES 

MIDDLE:        Drinking Time 1) Everyone gets a high calorie drink (juice, milk) 
 

END:              Clean up Time 1) Bring a trash can or Scraps Bowl to the table. 
2) Everyone blows or throws ONE piece of every food at the table. 
3) The rest of food gets pushed into trash can or Scraps Bowl. 
4) Can give your child a small wet sponge to wipe the table.  Sing “clean 

up” song.   
5) Have them get their washcloth (on back of chair) and wash hands. 
6) Say “all done.” This means everyone can get out of chair. 
 
7) CLEAN UP TIME IS ABOUT 5 MINUTES 
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